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The problem of factoring positive operators into an “outer” factor and its 
adjoint has been studied, and its application to the theory of non-stationary 
random processes is discussed. This problem is an extension of the classical 
one of factoring positive matrix-valued functions defined on the unit circle of 
the complex plane into similar factors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of factoring positive matrix-valued functions defined on the 
unit circle of the complex plane into an “outer” factor and its adjoint has 
been the subject of numerous investigations, [l-8]. The importance of this 
problem derives from its close and natural relationship to the theory of 
stationary multivariate random processes. Such a process was shown to admit 
a one-sided moving average representation, or, equivalently, to be non- 
deterministic precisely when the spectral measure of its covariance function 
factors in the indicated manner. 
We describe briefly this factorization in a slightly more abstract form [8]. 
Let H be a Hilbert space and V : H + Han isometric so-called shift operator 
such that H admits the decomposition, H = xi>,, Vi& where 1T, = (VIZ)l. 
An operator A is called “Toeplitz” if V*AV = A, “analytic” if VA = Al’, 
and “outer” or “optimal” if it is analytic and its range is dense in a subspace 
which reduces V. The factorization problem is to represent a positive Toeplitz 
operator as A*A, where A is outer or, alternately, analytic. 
Although the shift operator appears to be central in the foregoing 
definitions, it can be removed without any essential loss in the meaning of 
these notions. Our plan is to study how this is done in such a manner that a 
factorization of non-Toeplitz operators becomes possible. Moreover, the new 
factorization bears the same close relationship to-this time--nonstationary 
random processes as the old does in the case of stationary processes. 
Specifically, we determine both necessary and sufficient conditions for 
positive definite symmetric operators to factor as A*A with A being “analytic” 
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or “outer” in a more general sense. Thereafter we show that the same 
conditions characterize nonstationary random processes to admit a one-sided 
moving average representation, or, equivalently, to be purely non-deter- 
ministic [lo]. 
2. ANALYTIC AND OUTER FACTORS 
IfH = H,3H,3zY2 *a* is a chain of subspaces of a Hilbert space H, then 
H decomposes as a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces in the following way 
(a Wold-decomposition): 
H = 1 Li @ n Hi, 
where L, = Hi+1 n HiA. To see this, observe that H = Ho = Cys,’ Li @ I-I, , 
and that an element x belongs to the orthogonal complement of Cibo Li iff it 
belongs to each of the spaces H, . 
When the subspaces H, are obtained by an isometric operator I/’ as 
H, = V”H, then the spaces Li become “wandering” [9], i.e., Li = ViL, , 
and V on these acts like a shift. Moreover, &,, Hi reduces V. 
In general, no mapping from a space Li onto its successor Li+l need exist, 
but that causes no particular difficulty in the present study. 
From now on, our basic Hilbert space in which the various operators 
act is separable and admits a Wold-decomposition in which 
!I& = (0); i.e., 
H=fLi 
i=O 
Let (x, y) denote the inner product and [I x I] the norm; also write 
H, = f Lie 
i=?Z 
(2) 
Let Q : H -+ H be a positive definite symmetric operator with domain 
D, consisting of all the elements of the form x = x0 + **a + x, , xi EL$, 
some n. In other words, (x, Qy) = (Qx, y) for all x, y E D, , and (x, Qx) = 0 
only if x = 0. The last condition for positive definiteness is made for 
convenience; it is easy to relax. 
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We call an operator A : H -+ H andytic if 
(i) Domain DA contains the subspaces Li 
(ii) A : H, ---f H, for all n. 
Let K, denote the completion of the range of an analytic operator A when 
restricted to H, . By (ii), K, C H, . We call an analytic operator A outer if: 
(iii) N, A K, n Ki+,, _C L, for all n. 
The problem we shall be concerned with is to find out when Q factors as 
Q = A*A, DA = D, , 
with A analytic or, alternately, outer. 
3. FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
The quadratic form (x, Qy) induces a second inner product, denoted 
(x, y), in the linear manifold spanned by the Li’s. Let l? denote the 
completion of this manifold with respect to the metric induced by the inner 
product (x, y). Similarly, let fin denote the subspace spanned by the spaces 
Li for i 3 n. With zi = Qi n l?zr , where the letter Q emphasizes the 
orthogonality in I?, the decomposition (1) gives 
As opposed to (2), the subspace fif, fii may no longer be zero; its dimension- 
ality depends clearly on the positive operator Q. 
(4) LEMMA. dim& < dim L, 
Proof. Let P, denote the orthogonal projection of Z? onto I$, . Then, P, 
maps L&I?) into a dense set in t, . To see this, let x EE:, and x be Q- 
orthogonal (i.e., orthogonal in the inner product of Z?) to P,(L,). Then, for 
any y EL,, (x,y) = (P,x, y) = (x, P, y) = 0; i.e., x is Q-orthogonal to 
L, . Further, since x being in t, is Q-orthogonal to fl,,, , x is Q-orthogonal 
to the dense set L, + I?n+1 in fin and, hence, x = 0. 
This proves the lemma if dim L, is finite; the countable case follows from 
the separability of the spaces involved. 
Our main theorem is the following, which extends a similar result by 
Lowdenslager [ 11. 
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(5) THEOREM. A factorization Q = A*A with D, = Do and A analytic 
0~ outer exists zy &, fii = (0). 
Pmf. Let nTcO &i = (0). By L emma (4) we may select a subspace 
N, CL, with dim N, = dim L, and an isometric mapping G, : i, + N, 
preserving the inner products, i.e., (G,x, G,y) = (x, y) for all x, y EL, . 
Define G:iT?+H by: Gx=CGixi, where x=Cxi,xi~&. Clearly, 
(Gx, Gy) = (x, y} for all x, y E l?. 
Define A : H + H as the restriction of G on the set Do . Then for all 
x, y E D, , ( y, x) = ( y, Qx) = (Ay, Ax), which means that Qx = A*Ax, 
i.e., Q = A*A. We show next that A : H, -+ H, and, hence, that A is 
analytic. This is true since G, mapping fin into H, , maps L, C &, into H,, , 
and so does A. Condition (iii) holds by the construction which shows that A 
is outer. 
Conversely, let Q = A*A, with D, = Do and A analytic. If x E D, then 
Ax E D,* by the assumed factorization, and (Ax, Ax) = (x, A*Ax) = (x, x). 
Hence A maps isometrically a dense submanifold of Z? into H. Extend A 
to an isometric mapping G defined on all of I?. Clearly G maps A, into H, . 
If x E fin>,, fin then Gx E fin,, H, = (0). Since G is an isometry, x = 0, 
which proves the converse of the theorem. 
The reasoning in the proof of the converse part of the preceding theorem 
provides a fairly simple sufficient condition for Q to factor. 
(6) COROLLARY. If fi = {x E H 1(x, Qx) < CCI}” C H, where the completion 
is with respect to the metric induced by (x, Qy), then the positive definite symmetric 
operator Q factors. 
Proof. Let $ : I? --+ H denote the identity map which embeds fi into H. 
+ maps I?, into H, , and hence nf, I-i, into nz=a H, = (0). Since 4 is 
one-to-one, nIzO A, = {0}, and Theorem (5) applies. 
In particular, by Corollary (6) any operator Q which satisfies iz,e < Q < Rae, 
where e is the identity, factors [ 111. But also if the manifold {x E H 1 / j x /lo <co} 
is complete, we have a case where Q factors. Here, I/ x Ilo = (x, Qx) if x E Do 
and /I x Ilo = lim(x, , QxJ for all x E H such that the limit exists when 
x, -+ x, x, E Do . 
4. APPLICATION TO RANDOM PROCESSES 
Consider a random process y = { yn}n>o , where at each integer-valued 
time instance n (counted backwards), yn is a family ( yno, y”,...) of random 
variables yn” considered as elements in a Hilbert space. Such a process is 
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said to have a one-sided moving average if each yni can be written 
as 
(7) 
where 1) the process x = {x,} with x, = (x,0, xnl,...) is orthonormal, i.e., 
(xni, x,j) = 0 if i # j or 71 # m, and 11 xni 11 = 1 for all n and i; and, 2) the 
prediction error II yni - jni II2 = Ciao (Cz,J2, with jni denoting the 
orthogonal projection of yni onto the subspace Y,+i spanned by the elements 
{ymj I m > n,j > 01. 
These conditions insure that the projection admits the expansion 
In fact, since Y,+r is contained in the subspace X,,, spanned by {xmj 1 m > n, 
i > 0}, the predicion error is no smaller than the given number Cjao (r$J2 , 
which by (7) is the squared distance of yni to X,,, . With equality the 
expansion (8) must hold since the projection is unique. 
The one-sided moving average representation (7) is central in the theory 
of prediction. For one thing, the formula (8) provides a partial solution to 
the prediction problem. (The remaining problem is to express the x-variables 
in (8) in terms of the y-variables whenever this is possible.) But also, the 
existence of such a representation is tantamount to the process of being 
“purely nondeterministic” [IO]. 
Our plan is to express the existence of the moving average representation 
in terms of the covariance function. We also show how the notion of an 
outer operator gets a natural interpretation in much the same way as was done 
in [5] and [7] in the case of stationary processes. More precisely, we show 
that a moving average representation exists if and only if the covariance 
function, interpreted as a symmetric positive operator in a Hilbert space, 
factors as A*A with A outer. 
We shall have to restrict the class of processes considered by requiring 
that the covariance matrices Qnn = {Qzti I i,i > 0}, where Q& := ( yni, ymi), 
be bounded; for each set of numbers a,, a, ,..., uN such that C ui2 = 1, let 
Ci,j uiQ$zj < IU, where M might depend on n This condition is certainly 
satisfied in the perhaps most interesting case where each component yn of 
the process has only finitely many random variables. 
Suppose, first, that a moving average representation (7) for a process y 
exists. For each n, let L, denote the space spanned by the orthonormal 
elements X-O, x,l,..., and form H = CiaoLi . 
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Let the matrix {C’fm} with C$ = 0 for n > m define a mapping C on the 
set {zeni} by 
cxni = m;c ,Fo end. 
/ / 
Extend C by linearity to the span of the set {x,~}. The adjoint of C, C*, is 
then given by 
which makes the operator Q = C*C symmetric. We may identify Q with 
the covariance function written as the matrix {Q:m}. By the boundedness 
assumption of the matrices Qnn , C and Q may be extended once more to 
include each of the subspaces Li in their domain (condition (i) of analytic 
operators). 
The mapping C is, then, analytic. The completion of the range of C, 
restricted to H, = Cian Li , is the linear subspace Y, spanned by the 
vectors ( ylni / i > 0, m 3 n>. The subspace N, = Y, n Yi+r is spanned 
by the vectors { ymi - Pni 1 i > 0} where jni is the orthogonal projection of 
yni onto Y,+r . By (7) and (8) we conclude that N, is spanned by the vectors 
{Ci>o G+?P,j / i > 01, which finally implies that N, CL, , and hence, that 
C is outer. 
Conversely, we assume that there exists a space H = &,,Li with an 
orthonormal basis (x,~ 1 i 2 O> spanning L, for each n, with respect to which 
the covariance matrix Q = {Qzm} factors as A*A, where A = {AzmZ,) is
analytic. By theorem (5) we may assume that A is outer. Further, by rotating 
the spanning set for L, by a unitary operator, if necessary, we may further- 
more assume that some subset of these vectors spans N, CL, , where N, 
is defined by condition (iii) for outer mappings. 
We wish to construct a process y from certain elements of H such that 
( Yni, mm9 = Q% 9 and a one-sided moving average representation for y. 
Define the process y by 
yni = Ax,~, i > 0, n > 0 
Then, its covariance function is the matrix Q, for 
(yni, ymj) = (Ax,~, Ax,~) = (x,~, Qxmj) = Q;,,, . 
(9) 
Plainly, yni lies in the space K, = N, @ N,,, e.1 . Consequently, it admits 
the expansion 
(10) 
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where the coefficients are given by Cii 
Observe that C’ym = 
Equation (10) is a one-sided moving average representation for the process 
y. To see this, observe first that jl yni - yni 11 > xi,,, (C~Jz by the same 
arguments as above following (8). The equality follows from the fact that 
the elements ymj, m > n, and j > 0 span the space K, . 
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